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Abstract. The mini-workshop focussed on the modular representation the-
ory of the symmetric group and other closely related objects, including Hecke
algebras and Schur algebras. The topics and problems discussed include
computations of support varieties, vertices and sources for natural choices
of symmetric group modules such as simple modules, Specht modules, and
Lie modules, results on Carter–Payne homomorphisms and irreducible Specht
modules, connections of symmetric group cohomology with algebraic group
cohomology and algebraic topology, and positions of natural symmetric group
modules in the Auslander–Reiten quiver.
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Introduction by the Organisers

The Mini-Workshop Modular Representations of Symmetric Groups and Related

Objects, organized by Susanne Danz (University of Oxford) and David Hemmer
(University at Buffalo, SUNY), and attended by 17 participants was held April
24th–April 30th, 2011.

The representation theory of the symmetric group Sn has been a highly active
field of research for the past century. Whilst the theory over fields of characteristic
0 is rather well understood, the picture changes drastically when working over a
field F of prime characteristic p, where even a number of very basic questions
cannot be answered satisfactorially. In particular, the simple modules as well as
the Specht modules, which play an outstanding role in the representation theory of
the symmetric groups and Hecke algebras, are yet far from being fully understood.
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It is, for instance, still not known which Specht FSn-modules are indecomposable
in characteristic 2; a similar problem arises for Specht modules of Hecke algebras.
Only very recently was the classification of simple Specht modules for FSn com-
pleted by Fayers, while the problem remains open for the corresponding Hecke
algebra.

The goal of this mini-workshop was, thus, to bring together leading experts in
the representation theory of the symmetric groups and related objects (such as
Hecke algebras and Schur algebras) with a broad background, in order to discuss
recent developments, and break the ground for new progress on long-standing
problems in the field.

The meeting addressed, in particular, the following aspects:

• cohomology of symmetric groups, extensions and homomorphisms be-
tween FSn-modules, in particular, Specht modules (Fayers, Hemmer,
Lyle, Nakano);

• vertices and sources of natural classes of FSn-modules (Danz, Külshammer,
Wildon);

• Auslander–Reiten theory (Erdmann);
• computing decomposition numbers for symmetric groups theoretically (Tan)
and algorithmically (Müller);

• block theory of centralizer algebras related to the symmetric groups (Ellers,
Murray);

• classification results concerning quasi-hereditary covers of Hecke algebras
(Ariki);

• the Külshammer–Olsson–Robinson Conjecture on generalized ℓ-blocks of
symmetric groups (Hill);

• generalized hook lengths and hook formulas (Olsson);
• the Foulkes Conjecture (Paget);
• spin fake and generic degrees for symmetric groups (Wang).

Every participant contributed a talk of about 50 minutes, making the work-
shop a very lively and productive event, and yet leaving ample time for informal
discussions. An additional problem session on Thursday afternoon completed the
programme. A summary of the questions raised at the problem session can be
found at the end of this report.

We are delighted to thank the director, the administration, and the staff of the
MFO for their hospitality and support throughout the meeting.


